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LED’S CONNECT THE FUTURE

MORE CONTROL OVER YOUR PLANT CULTIVATION WITH THE LEAF CARRIER

T

he mobile, flexible, plug-and-play cultivation trolley

Carrier ensures that your plant tissues emerge uniform-

from Bever Innovations guarantees not only maxi-

lan uniform growth, in the middle and at the edge of each

mum yield and growth area per square metre, but also

layer. As no distance for light mixing needs to be calcu-

minimal energy consumption per plant.

lated, all the plants can be placed very close to the LEDs,

The unique, energy-efficient LED lighting in the Leaf

without the risk of burning leafs and without any adverse

Carrier combines the red and blue light, both essential

effects on uniformity.

for plant growth, for exactly the right light spectrum. In

The Leaf Carrier can be used for various of applications,

combination with optimum light distribution, the Leaf

such as propagation, tissue culture and food production.

GROUNDBREAKING DUTCH INNOVATION
Bever Innovations is an innovator in the LED lighting industry and offers the best-quality Dutch LED lighting solutions. This results in groundbreaking innovations in the Horticulture market, without detracting from our social values
(CSR). Our team consistently manages to get the very best out of the LED technology. We are continuously pushing
back our boundaries by means of major improvements in our performance, giving us a better competitive position and
increased added value for our end customers.
Each customer has specific requirements, so why would our approach always be the same? Together we look for the
best LED lighting solutions for your specific space and plant type, focusing on sustainability and efficiency.
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LEAF CARRIERS FOR PLANT TISSUE PRODUCTION IN IN-VITRO ENVIRONMENTS

M

LEAF CARRIERS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MICROVEGETABLES AND CRESSES

any plant tissue cells can be grown into entirely new

Microgreens and cresses are highly nutritious and ex-

plants if the environment provides the optimal cli-

tremely suitable as flavouring for various dishes. Usually,

mate conditions. The Leaf Carrier contributes to this in

2 to 3 weeks will are sufficient for the production, assum-

several ways.

ing ideal growth conditions.

The Leaf Carrier’s high production efficiency (up to 15 m2

Microvgreens and cresses are relatively easy to cultivate,

growth surfuce per square meter) floor area means

but uniform quality and height/size are essential.

optimal use of floor space in a conditioned environment.
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Smart integration of the LED lighting into the Leaf Carrier

To ensure a very uniform development from seed to mi-

ensures highly uniform lighting, resulting in uniform, high-

crogreen/cress and to guarantee the highest possible

quality growth of your product. Furthermore, the hygienic,

cultivation margin, the Leaf Carrier is the ideal lighting

integrated design provides the stable environment

solution. For maximising the production of microgreens/

required for tissue production. Hence the Leaf Carrier is

cress in combination with the unique light uniformity and

the ideal solution for tissue culture.

minimum heat generation ensure perfect growth results.

LEAF CARRIERS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF YOUNG PLANTS

INDOOR VERTICAL PRODUCTION OF CROPS

To guarantee a fast and efficient production, growers

The world’s population is growing strongly, which means

are not only dependent on the climate conditions in their

there is increasing demand for fresh food that must

greenhouse but also on the (uniform) quality and size of

be cultivated in an increasingly sustainable manner.

the young plants. The development from seed to young

Preferably cultivated locally, without using pesticides and

plant must therefore be carried out extremely carefully.

minimal water usage.

Sowing, germinating and developing young vegetable and

The Leaf Carrier provides an ideal solution for indoor

herb plants is largely done in climate chambers, labs and

controlled cultivation. The Leaf Carrier is part of a total

in-vitro settings. However, there are also growers who opt

solution that enables fully automated cultivation, with

for a ‘greenhouse in greenhouse’ system too, however.

trolleys moving autonomously towards automatic water-

The Leaf Carrier ensures uniform growth, enabling you to

ing systems, spacing robots and harvesting robots. Thus

produce the perfect young plants at all times.

enabling high-tech food production.
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More cultivation surface per m2 floor
space
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Scalable and flexible

Minimum heat generation

Integrated design

Exceedingly uniform light, stable
growth process

Smart Technology
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MAXIMUM CULTIVATION SURFACE PER M2 FLOOR SPACE

T

MINIMUM HEAT GENERATION

he Leaf Carrier distinguishes itself by minimising

The LEDs are integrated in the aluminium side profiles on each layer, resulting in an unique, efficient and natural way

the thickness of its layers with no detrimental effect

of heat dissipation to the environment. Therefore, the heat generation on the growth layers is minimised, which makes

on load-bearing capacity. Integrating the LEDs into the

it possible to create an optimal climate on the Leaf Carrier’s layers.

profile of the layers maximises cultivation surface per
square metre of a controlled environment. Each trolley
(2.27 metres in height) can hold up to 15 cultivation layers, resulting in 15 m2 of cultivation surface on just 1 m2
of floor area!

Heat traditional LED lighting

SCALABLE, FLEXIBLE AND EASY TO USE
The mobile, flexible, plug-and-play Leaf Carrier means

Heat Bever Innovations Leaf Carrier

HIGH LIGHT UNIFORMITY, STABLE GROWTH PROCESS

that no major upfront investment is required. All you

Correct positioning of the LEDs and clever use of diffuse light in the layer ensure uniform lighting. What’s more,

need is a room with power supply! Simply start with a

the high level of light uniformity and minimum heat generation means that the distance between the plants and

single Leaf Carrier and straight away you’ll have your-

the layer above can be smaller compared to traditional systems. This ensures a very uniform growth of your crop.

self up to 15 m² of cultivation surface! Leaf Carriers can
be moved anywhere in the room and can be put next to
each other for maximum light efficiency. Various options
are available in terms of layers, light output and height.
Feel free to enquire about the Leaf Carrier that will best
suit your cultivation needs.

Traditional LED lighting

INTEGRATED DESIGN

Bever Innovations Leaf Carrier

Furthermore, the Bever Innovations Leaf Carrier uses a special LED that combines light at source, for optimal
light distribution and uniformity. The ostensibly magenta lighting is the result of mixing some blue and some red
light, with a small amount of green light thrown in too. This is not enough to be perceptible to the human eye,

The Leaf Carrier distinguishes itself by means of its min-

butit has an effect on plant growth. This special spectrum ensures that each and every plant is given precisely

imalistic, functional, robust and hygienic design. All ca-

the same light and same colour.

bles, power supply units and intelligence have been incorporated into the frame of the cultivation trolley. Both the
layers and the frame are easy to clean and it is impossible for dirt to build up. Making the Leaf Carrier extremely
well suited to being used in climate chambers and in-vitro
settings.
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BEVER INNOVATIONS EOS TECHNOLOGY

API

T

he Leaf Carrier is equipped with Bever Innovations EOS technology as standard. EOS technology is Bever

The Bever App for the Leaf Carrier is based on an API (Application Programming Interface). The benefit of using an API

Innovations’ own creation and can be used for various purposes. EOS is the chip that makes our Leaf Carrier

is that it makes it possible to integrate third-party systems.

genuinely smart. It not only ensures that the Leaf Carrier can be managed through the Bever App but also enables
third-party system integration. Hence both large-scale and small-scale use of the Leaf Carrier is straightforward.

How does it work?
The Leaf Carrier uses EOS technology, a self-organising network. What this means is that if the EOS device is on, it will

The fully renewed Bever App is intended to ensure easy control of one or more Leaf Carriers. The app can be down-

automatically start to search for other EOS devices that can be managed by and connected with the Bever App. This is

loaded to your smartphone or tablet. No specific brand of device is required, as this app is supported by multiple

the first way of working with the Leaf Carrier easily and without delay.

operating systems (Android, iOS & Windows).
An EOS bridge is needed for the purposes of integration with third-party operating systems. This is a component that
Simply download the app, create an account and you are ready to get started. Once logged in, the app will launch

can convert incoming information into a ‘language’ that the Leaf Carrier understands and vice versa. Hence this is

immediately and start searching for EOS devices in the direct surrounding. This is fully automatic, as is the mapping

done through the API. From there, the data can be exchanged with external operating systems as well as with our own

of all smart Bever Innovations products activated. Once the scan is complete, setting up one or more Leaf Carriers is

CMS (Content Management System). We call this EOS Connected. EOS Connected makes managing your Leaf Carriers

straightforward.

centrally and through an external control platform straightforward.

The application offers the following functionality:
•

Plug-and-play self-organising wireless network

•

Intelligent µmol dimming (layer by layer)

•

Switching off layers that are not in use

•

Programmable day/night cycle

•

API-based application

•

Real-time feedback (e.g. LED temperature)

Parsley

Parsley
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Bever Innovations B.V.
Techniekweg 2 | 4301 RT Zierikzee
The Nederlands
Tel +31 111 74 54 00
info@beverinnovations.com
Website: horticulture.beverinnovations.com
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